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This thesis in general explores and develops the overall thoughta
oT a large group of major construction firms with regard to tha Critical
Path Method, in an attempt to gather tha opinions of the construction
industry on a whole. It alto explores tha actual CFM procedures cur-
rently in use and makes recemendations a© to possible improvements •
Tha 1 Lew concept, both written and oral, was employed as
the method c arch and data collection^ with thirty-one companies
participatini,
.
A aost carefulSy devised questionnaire was composed
and vaa used exclusively during the research phase In order to obtain
a conclusive sample* the firms contacted were of varying size, operated
throughout the world, and specialised in all the major construction
fields,,
After having £ iaions and procedures, the combined
data were analysed te uajcr topics of application* The
consensus of the e< recorded in each of the fields* any pos-
sible general trends were illustrated* and conclusions and recommendations
were then presented
.
All the general concepts were then summarized in a company
oiimilation of CFM use* Intended for study by any construction company •
Thesis Supervisor: Albert Go H. Diets
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Since the advent of the construction tool known eeaaoafy as the
Critical Bath Method or Critical Path Scheduling* there tee been ex-
pressed on the port of ©say innaoaeial organisations a great desire
that this method he sore or leso universally accepted by all construe-
tlca flnae, regardless of also or priae area of operation* She Critical
Path Method* herelBafter referred to as CBS, has been described in ssach
detail in almost all construction industry or civil engineering period*
icals and bulletins* While such published articles do readily adelt
that the concepts involved in GSU are indeed a Barked departure froa
traditional ideas with regard to project planning and control; none,
if aey, has attempted to actually delineate the areas of usefulness of
CH8* so? i^s possible shortcomings or pitfalls.
Most such descriptive papers have attempted to illustrate the
power of CM by means of the normally useful precept and example concept,
Such articles usually pa 33 aleag their information by documenting for
the reader the actual experiences of a particular construction eoaagany

on a particular project in utilising CB5, While this approach is of
great value to the very feu other projects which exactly fall into the
area of the example Job; it is consequently of little value to the vast
aajority of other varied construction companies, due in no snail part
to the inherent very diverse nature of the construction Industry itself •
1*2 ShorteoaBinss of Bast Pocmaentary Approaches
She ehortcosinss of the above described oetheds of pra&ul&ating
CB! fall into two possibilities. The first of these is that such
articles deal only with successful applications of CBS on soose type
of construction work* Thus a picture is presented to the reader which
could lead hia to believe that CB3 could prove to be a sort of panacea
in the area of construction control. 5Mo, of course, is far from the
aethed's purpose or true worth. The reader is rarely introduced to
areas of CB3 failure se of loss than outstanding success. Thus
he is completely una1;:.- y possibilities for finanelaX or opera-
tional disaster tfolch could result fron lotproper CBI utilisation, at
least until he first attempts its use in such a blind Banner*
The second shortcoaing of past papers concerns the aspects of
construction diversity. Xc a heavy construction contractor able to
effectively reach a conclusion concerning the applicability of CfK
in his field by aeans of reading the results attained by a building
contractor using CPH on a rehabilitation project? Except for the
scst general aspects, one would probably think not.

1*3 Pteyoeo and Scope
The primary purpose of this comprehensive paper will be to
eliminate the above tvo CJM evaluation shortcoming* in ea attempt to
allow the construction industry at large to be able to reach its ova
objective conclusion* concerning the applicability of this method at
the level of the individual firm* regardless of its size or theatre
of operations*
l**t MgthodMnmHH
This goal is accomplished by means of feedback from the
construction industry itself, through the sodium of the personal or
corresponded interview. *$ha firms contacted are engaged in &H *as
possible areas of construction, with operations around the world, and
financially range from the very small to the true giants of construction*
3y means of a scientifically deduced questionnaire responses are received,
collated, and evaluate it to produce true and objective results
for the ultimate benefit of the construction industry itself* In con-
clusion, this paper treats CSW as a method for the use of the construc-
tion industry at large and attempts to actually pinpoint its areas of
true value and its possible serious defeats mo well*
1*5 Why a Paper ca CFM?
Hhe reader may ask with justification \&y such emphasis is being
placed and exerted in the area of CSN? Today's Increased tempo and
complexity of construction operations place a definite added strain on
'
tbo conventional eethods of planning and scheduling. In construction,
heavy, industrial* or ccasaroial, all are familiar with the standard
oethod of scheduling: projects by the usa of tar charts, or the acre
sophisticated oodol, the Oanat chart. Granted that these nathods hare
perfcreed their tasks veil and adequately, how often has a project
oanager or his crew viehed for a less Halted and aore sophisticated
method of scheduling the* would graphically illustrate en paper the
my a large construction project ties together? One that would further
attespt to pinpoint supply delivery and cub-contractors starting dates}
and write engineers* specifications into the schedule* In addition, Is
there a osans for providing data for calculating nanpower requirements
by trades or for aoMng financial forecasts at any given stage of the
project at band? Xt has beau stated by soae that the Critical Path
Method is just the solution to all the above listed probleso. Ze it
just that? It is hoped that this paper will answer sooe or all of





2.1 Farpoes of Historical Pesoription
The anther wakes the nsstsaptioa in writing this paper that all
readers are concerned with the construction industry In scoe Banner
end, therefore, are at least vagaely familiar with the baeic rndiaeuts
of C1M* For the purposes of eespleteness* however, tale chapter will
briefly describe the evolution of CfM and will also present a few
examples of its possible intended uses. One word of warning is in
order. As the reader progresses threaga this chapter he is earnestly
cautioned as&inot developing ideas of CBS as a possible panacea.
Shis it just is not!
2.2 ISarlY Efforts and gorpulation
Critical path is generally accepted as having had its beginning
at the S* X. duPont &e Efoscura Company of Wilmington, Bel&ware in 1957
under the direction of Hr. J. 3. Kelley of the Band Corporation* who
was hired In en attca©t to devise a method of planning* scheduling*
and coordinating new plant construction. A new method in the area
was faraalated and tested at duFont on a ten Billion dollar project,
and was farther tested on several other projects in the folloving
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2.3 MsthoMaftical yoraulatlon
Xn fisoenher of 1999 Settey and Mr. Walker of duPont published
on initial faraOntlon of the CRf concept. She first solution to this
psehlea van pnhUshafl tor *>• B. fulkereon of the Baud Corporation In
January, 1961, working with the dual of the peoblso and a sli^fc
variation of a network flow oethol. CalXey then folleved with ale
solution the following euaner.
2A PBBg
At shout this sano time the Spoolal Projects Office of the United
States Bevy contracting with the consulting fins of Boca-Allen and
Hamilton wes working toward an intricate scheduling and control system
for the development of the Polarie missile tinder the direction of Vice
Adoiral W* Babom* tfES. When foSttalated, this system was called
Program Evaluation and Review Stecfcniqne. She fact that the Polaris
program waa completed well in advance of schedule was in no snail part
dae to the results of F28P. Shis system utilised neat probable dura*
tions to sees degree in its applications. Aa a result of EBHg*8 first
success* it Is now required en all major projects for all services.
a*5 The Arrow Biaprsg
Ml construction pre^ectsj regardless of complexity, east he
subdivided for planning purposes into a series of segsents dealing
with the various aspects or types of construction processes. These
ssfeercs amy he further broken down into individual activities of work

such as excavate for tootings, foea set-up, pour concrete, strip feras,
etc. For CPM use this Is exactly the procedure, with the starts and
ocopletioas of these activities labeled as events* An exaepJe of an
event would fee the tine when a concrete curtain vail is completely
poured. She level of detail herein laplled is entirely variable. As
a staple illustration^ the start of steel erection and its finish are
events, while the actual erection is an activity* The events could
be considered as progrct srs along the duration of a project.
She Arrow dlagrea chows the relationships between these activities
in a head to tail oode, tilth the diagraa usually not drawn to scale* In
this model the arrov heed and tail represent events while the arrow*
itself, represents an activity; further, the head of the arrov indicates
the completion of that activity* The sequence of arrows indicates the
sequence of actual work; that is, activities originating at each node
cannot be started until all activities tesnlaating at that node are
completed.
The following figure illustrates en Arrow diagram in an adequate
nanser* She figure presents a project with five activities* Rote that
Figure 2.1

there the events are numbered in consecutive order. TSilo is not at all
a requirement, except for sees computer programs* It say be seen that
event cumber three la the time at which the shaft raist be sunk end tho
shield delivered* ao well as the point In tins at which the erection
of the shield may be commenced.
2*6" Arrow Diagram Heeds
In order to properly construct an arrow diagram one oust
necessarily know or devise the activities that comprise the project
and the restraints that will determine the sequence of activities*
The restraints ere the construction, namely: eenegament;
Physical, and crew restraints. Often two activities could presumably
cceoenco at the eaaje point In time; however, space, safety or lack of
manpower could prevent this simultaneous operation* Decisions cast then
be taade by osan&seaeat as to the correct planned order of activities.
2.7 The Addition of Coats
Ey proper uses of the above explained arrow diagram, some of
the advantages of CH1 may be brou^it forth. These are answers to the
Questions as to vbleh activities should be speeded up, how much, and
at what cost. If an operation is performed with a certain crew of
workers over a particular time duration at what is considered to be
the efficient mix, such a period is classified as the "normal time"
for the execution of said operation. When management elects to
decrease this duration, through the addition of men and machines,

9with a resulting officiency decreaac, the unit costs correspondingly
increase. Such a process is referred1 to as "crashing", sal reaches
a Halt vhoa further tioe decreases result in increased costs vaieh
approach infinity. Bain point is dstersined by euiv factors uhich
are nost faatUar to tho in&ietrlal operations engineer or "tins and







Figure 2*2 is mucfc llfled for illustrative purposes, bat it
does present the prioary ccrscepts of crashing* When one reaches the
slope point of infinity, further crashing is undesirable* When costs
are to be lepleaeated in CBi uses, the f©Hewing inforsstion is
included on each activity on the arrow diagrams noraal 1&m, noraal
costs, crash time, and crash costs* All costs are expressed on a par
day unit coat basis, in order to eld one in crashing calculations.
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3m figure 2,3* The informatics} on these activities allows one to
© ^ *©(ot, 7^
manipulate the flew network In order to arrive at toe 'bast over-all
work schedule with regard to time and costs, depending upon the factor
which Is sera importer^ en each particular project. Shis is dona by
the use of a schedule spectrum 'beginning with all activities at aoraal
time, with activities being crashed by means of an iterative procedure
using, in most cases, a pre-presoribed algorithm for this use. the
ultimate schedule presents all activities at crash positions, within
tho allocated economic limits.
2.8 Pleat
Let ns now briefly turn to the topic of floats. If, in a
particular nsfcucrfc, an activity is allocated sore time than is
required to complete the task, this excess tiae is called "float" *
Zn CHS there exist four types of float, whose differences will not
he dealt with in this paper* Pleat actually occurs when the tines
*TA<7 ja^^,




to arrive at a particular coda differ over two or acre paths. Any
activities which have zero float are tensed critical, and they are
along the critical path. This Beano that if any of said activities
are lengthened, the entire Job duration will also be increased. Xt
is reocaoecded that in Qg project scheduling, that critical
activities be scheduled first, based upon the aoount of float, if any,
available.
2.9 CFM Hon-cost Uses
CX$t project networks will give results which are the developed
schedules alone, or with the Inclusion of crash cost data and calcula-
tions, the project cost calculations will also be derived. Based upon
the very oany unpredictable aspects of construction, the latter refine*
sent process Is but very seldom utilised. Korc will be said on this
natter later in this paper.
2.10 Conclusion
This chapter is n onded to be an all-inclusive de-
scription of uses and rr.c of the critical path concept. Actually
,
in all truthfulness it is far from such a teaching aid. Its purpose
is eiopJy to illustrate only in a very general and simple manner the
basic concepts of CE9S. For a complete and thorough description of
CF&, its theory, concepts, and application the reader is referred to
any of the excellent references listed in the bibliography. The
reader has now progressed through the eerily history and evolution
'
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of CSM end than has seen how son* of its principles are applied. Be
has further been Introduced to possible sophisticated additions to
the use of CEWj rcgwdlees of whether or not euoh refinements are
adopted by the construction industry. Xt le exactly this point which
leads the reader into the basic heart of thie paper and Its purpose
,
which is to determine the thcushts and lsBDresslons of the construe*
tioa industry at large vith regard to CPM based upon. Its experiences





3-1 fluastionnaire and Presentation
In order for a study ouch as this to be at all worthwhile, it
was determined that coeg objective medium of Gathering information
had to be developed. This would insure that all companies questioned
would present their views in a more or less constant manner, and would
thus allow effective analysis of the entire group on a basis of equal
effective merit. With this in mind, a written questionnaire was
decided upon as the best manner of eliminating any bias on the part
of the person conducting the interview, as well as that of the inter-
viewee. This method doc r, present one disadvantage in that
the participating compelv' re forced to conform to the format of
the question sheet j thus, the layout of the material needed was of the
utmost importance*
The questionnaire itself was divided into nine major portions.
The first of these was of a biographic nature in that it involved
statistical information on each of the companies » This would prevent
comparison, in the analysis, of firms which were obviously not at all
similar in nature. Included here were such points as annual volume of
work and primary geographical areas of influence. This was followed
by a section on electronic data processing characteristics of the
firms. In today's computer-oriented business world, the need for
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such a section is obvious. Then followed an area which attempted to
determine the current CFM background of each company, which vas coupled
with a usage analysis of each firm's CPM procedures, if applicable.
Then camo a most important area concerning executive management partic-
ipation in the CFM field.* with great stress placed upon the word
executive* The present CFM control procedures in use by each firm
were then discussed, followed by a determination of total company
involvement in CPM. Construction specification requirements concern-
ing CFM procedures were then studied. Finally a summary portion was
presented to gather the firms* overall evaluation of CFM, along with
on area which allowed each firm to present its own unbound thoughts
and recommendations. It is that this questionnaire concept did
indeed fulfill the requirements of this writer? and as such, its
general format will also be followed in writing this paper itself.
3 • 3 Interview Procedure
In all. the sample space, which forms the basis for this paper,
is composed of thirty-one construction companies in most every type
of specialty work- St was felt, in order to be sure of thorough
participation, that the method of personal interview was to be pre-
ferred. Twenty-one of the companies were indeed contacted in this
manner by the author. These firms were either based in the Slew
England area, or had offices located in Hew England. In order to
gain a broader cross section, it was decided that firms based across
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the nation and in Canada also be included in this analysis and report.
For this reason the written interview procedure via the mails was
utilised. Ten major companies participated in this manner.
In every company it was imperative that completion of the ques-
tionnaire be approved by a member of the executive a&nagement group.
Also, it was requested that the interview also be conducted with a
member of executive management* She cooperation on the part of the
participating companies was outstanding. In over ninety percent of
the firms, the official interviewed was either the firm president or
cos of the vice-presidaato . For a complete analysis* however, such
personnel as project n -io.ld superintendents, and field engi-
neers were requested to participate whenever possible. Throughout
this paper the author cannot praise enougi the participating companies
for their outstanding cooperation and willingness to freely reveal a
great deal of worthwhile information* This proved to be a true high-
light of the research phase of this report.
3*3 Description of Comyanios
Althcu&i root firms were vory willing to have their names revealed
herein, for the benefit of uniformity, a general rule was agreed upon
vb&eh prevents such disclosures. The combined annual volume of work of
the participating firms comes to an amount in excess of one and one
quarter billion dollars, or approximately one and one half percent of
the amount expended for construction in the united States last year
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far all types of work. This further represents over two percent of the
amount expended for new construction* Individual companies ranged from
anaaal volumes in excess of two hundred million dollars down to a couple
of firms whose total was in the vicinity of one million dollars.
The types of work further displayed a tremendous variety. Seven-
teen organisations were engaged primarily in the area of building con-
struction^ five fell into the class of heavy construction, and four were
industrial constructors. The remaining five companies were involved in
mechanical or electrical specialties and were primarily engaged in sub-
contract types of work. All the firms in general engaged in all types
of contractural relationships from lump-sum bid work through the entire
range to strict negotiated cost-plus arrangements.
The firms were homo 1 from coast to coast on the tjorth
American Continent* including Canada. There was a definite majority
of Saw England based companies; however, most of these were smaller
in axes* with three exceptions. The larger companies were from such
diverse points as the Gulf Coact, Pacific area, mid-west, central
Canada, and middle Atlantic regions. These companies literally
operated on a world-wide basis, with work currently underway on all
the continents with the exception of Antarctica.
3,k CHICrcf Lon and Summary
The CPM experiences of the firms presented the entire gamut of
possibilities. Some use CPM in all instances, some only when required,
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sosa have used it and no longer <So go, bom vary froa project to
project, and eossa ha-ra oaly participated slightly in CIW controlled
jobs. In snaoary it is felt that this survey has indeed contacted
a true croao-seotioa of tSae construction industry in this country and
Its data and results consequently should be of eons tearing in future
years to construction ceapanies, specification writers, and students




AHAItfSIS Cff ELBKKOBIC DATA PROCESSING
^•1 Background and Ti
In recent years the concept of electronic data processing systems
lias had a most significant impact upon the greater business world; and to
a certain extent the construction industry as well. One could surely
state, with little fear of being greatly in error, that computer systems
an important part of tomorrow's business operations. Computer tech-
nology is further growing at a fantastic rate and is sure to result in
greater construction industry applications.
Let uc a little more deeply into this revolutionary concept.
Few invention) csoved into such a variety of Jobs in so many different
:1s at such speed.,, as have coa^uters. Business and government are now
cpen&iag alaost four billion dollars per year for electronic processing
3 S aad no real «a» Heedless to say, such growth
has also brought about .%ole new set of conditions for run-
3 both business and government. In addition such growth has also
tt along the expected problems, such as the cost of automated sys-
v, and the fact that they are not at all the long-awaited manager's
a of the arrival of a "cure-all".
Just how does all this fit into the plans and needs of the con-
struction industry, with all its supposed distinct and peculiar problems?
I&,turally the computer could possibly find uses in the normal or now

ag such as payr ory
rea concern:? th set con-
cave written programs whose
path Gche&ilGSj and process related
recessing also entails the area of collec-
iaf©raation for analysis and actnaal processing
.1 not? explore each of these areas based upon
Loa industry included in this report •
igment
I if they owned or rented any c ba
;ate& en company presnises. Of the c
stated that they cuaintained computer
i coatin-aal operation. I" -3y these
their systems were of the
jrge installations which are today
those firms anewerisg in the negative,
xgd in a most repetitive and t:^ad forcing
1 doubt* Is :l > computer as worth-
Is our firm able to maintain a
9 of either rental ox* pa:





In short, most firms simply felt that the acquisition of a computer,
through purchase or a rental contract, was simply too risky and possibly
not at all beneficial* This writer does feel, when one considers the
average profit margin magnitudes in construction, that the permanence of
a computer purchase or rental contract is indeed risky* Many firms in
other lines of endeavor have paid serious penalties as a result of com-
puter mismanagement* For smaller companies such a high overhead item
is simply cut of the question; and even the largest companies must also
conduct a most thorough economic analysis before deciding on such an
Installation. Once mado, such a choise greatly affects future company
operations in almost all regards.
Concerning the beneficial aspects of such a system, one must
admit that virtually limitless possibilities do exist, bound only by
the resources and imagination of company management.
U*3 Concept jputer usa^e Centers
The firms vcre then asked if they made attempts at renting computer
time from so-called computer usage centers, which are most common in large
cities or in tho vicinity of well known universities. The answers were
broken down into two m to first concerned uses in the conventional
business application ares.3 such as payrolls. Only twenty-five percent
of the firms had ever even attempted to use such centers in this manner.
This seems to reflect the general conservative nature of construction
companies, particularly those run by older, less impressed officers.
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The companies were then asked if they utilized such centers with
regard to CFM analysis applications, all those vho ansvered in the
affirmative to the above question did so again bore, along vith a few
more companies* as the positive figure had now risen to forty-five
percent* A major reason for such a rise lies in the fact that CJW
computations are of a relatively new and strange nature* While busi-
ness operations were most familiar, and changes did not seem needed;
whan CFM uses were adopted, the computational algorithm was "both novel
and somewhat cumbersome, especially if much updating were to be per-
formed. Companies then sought computational assistance, sometimes at
the urging of CFM consultants called in to aid in devising the diagram
during the planning phase* The centers most frequented were those
operated by the major computer manufacturers such as International
Business Machines and General Electric, and in a few instances* smaller
local firms* Major advantages to such use were the neat and readable,
but at times very strange looking, output schedules. By strange* it
is meant to state that such computer outputs were, at first, most per-
plexing to construction personnel. This problem has been largely over-
come since the computer manufacturers and programmers have joined
forces vith construction personnel to fulfill the industry's needs
within the machines' capabilities, i% much mentioned disadvantage to
such computer center uses was the lengthy "turn-around" times. Turn-
around time is that period from the moment a firm submits its Arrow
00
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diagram data until it receives Its completed output tableau* Steps are
currently underway to decrease this time; however, there will still be
a lengthy physical limiting point, unless a cannon usage scheme such
as time-sharing is implemented. In general, trends seem to Indicate
an Increase la the use of such centers in handling complicated projects,
vhile staple or basic Jobs seem to be sore and more perfomsd by means
of hand calculations, as the firms become more accustomed to the com-
putations Inherent In CPM network analysis.
h.k Data Transmission
In reply to a question concerning the use of such data transmis-
sion facilities as the Bell "Data-Phone", not one firm indicated that
It had even attempted such a technique to relay Information from field
to office. Such information transmitted could be, perhaps, time rec-
ords, material arrivals, progress, or delays* Such a scheme could be
most helpful to a company which has taken on work in an area outside
Its normal geographical sphere, and some distance away. Most companies
frankly admitted that they were not at all aware that such systems were
available, and did seem to feel that the Idea was worth further analysis
by the firm. One company was working out a scheme with its computer
rental center, which would enable its field personnel to transmit dally
changes to the CM network directly to the computation point* In such
cases the relative Importance of the project must Justify the costs
of data transmission. The writer does feel, however, that the use of
39?aaJt na
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such data tranealseloa facilities will be vastly Increased In the wy
near future*
^•5 fosaary
Za general it la fait that the construction Industry will be
fairly alow Id jumping upon the electronic data processing bandwagon,
primarily due to three censes. First the construction Industry la
reserved and conservative and ban a aora or lass "wait and see"
attitude* Secondly, the work Itself la east diverse In nature and
company managements feel, right or wrong, that It does not lend
Itself to catenation. lastly, the very slae of eaay construction
companies precludes the purchase of, or entrance Into, rental sgrss
meats for such expensive Installations*
An Increasing use will, however, be eede of eonputer tlae
rental centers, particularly on complicated projects, this will
become nore prevalent as a larger nueber of firms beeone acre pro-
ficient In the uses of CBS* Time-sharing Installations eeea to be
the answer to the problem of the necessary reduction of turn-around
times* Such arrangeoents will eventually prove ymxy satisfactory,
and at a relatively low cost. It Is further felt that the use of
data trenssdsslon facilities will also be Increased as the usee of
CRC become nore universally accepted.
v :
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CHAPTER 5
CCKPAHX CJM SACKDRO0XD8
5.1 Oogamy Cat Introduction
At a startles point In this photo, the oowpeirtos were questioned
pertaining to tbo areas in which they were introduced to CIH; and as
one will eoo in tbo following results, this presented a spectrum of
great variation* Zn suaaary the results read at follows; pariodical
literature* sixty-five percent; academic institutions or CFN courses,
twelve percent; trade or professional societies, eleven percent; sad
from tslseellsneotts sources, twelve percent. As would "be expected,
every company contacted had at least heard of CFM froa some source,
be it authoritative or not*
Regarding the areas of periodical literature, tone comment
ie indeed in order* As was brought forth in the introduction to
this paper, it was in an attempt to improve upon the results of
aany of these articles that this work was undertaken. Most of
these articles simply were not at all general eneugi in character
to be of great value. In almost all instances, they siaply pre-
sented the views of a particular constructor or project adminis-
trator concerning a specific contract, with a rather heavy bias
toward those with successful results. Zn actual practice, more
than one firm has been seriously lad astray when attempting to
apply said articles to his own theatre of work. In all fairness,
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it oast be stated that these report© did fulfill a fairly important task.
They served as a sort of "herald" for CPM among the construction industry,
and they also helped breakdown the natural conservative and resistive
tendencies of many construction personnel. To this end, it is felt
that such articles are informative and worthwhile, and probably should
be continued to the extent that they induce appropriate personnel to
seek further information and assistance concerning the respective pro-
blem areas of note* It cannot be emphasised too strongly, that these
reports are not at all substantive enough to be utilized as guide lines
for a firm attempting its first venture with CPM. The negative results
of companies contacted which attempted this approach should be ample
warning for the vary*
Where does one turn for true authoritative and instructive
information? The survey results seem to point to two prime sources:
appropriate academic institutions and professional or trade societies,
along with the specific CPM course of instruction offered by these
groups. It is the specific goal of these two sources to formulate
and present new concepts, such as CPM, in the best manner possible,
with as little personal bias as possible* The universities are
naturally well versed in CPM concepts due in no small part to their
capable staff personnel, who spend parts of lifetimes attempting to
test, evaluate, improve upon, and present such new tools as CPM*
Their effective teaching skills are also most appropriate in planning
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and presenting the so-called CfW courses c These courses, usually a
week oar two In length, present the entire concept of CB« to dace
groups of broadly diverse baclcgrouads In a sent respectable manner.
They all cover every aspect of GEM which could possibly be applied In
the construction field, and the course student need merely rule out
those portions which he feels do not apply to his particular fire.
The moderate cost of such courses is also an added incentive. Firms
which have sent personnel to such seminars, in almost all cases,
report that the investments have already returned outstanding dividends
in terms of ispswed job control procedures and smoother administration
of projects* It is strongly recommended that all company key personnel,
incln&ing project superintendents, be sent to such course presentations,
even if only for illustrative purposes. The comments made above apply
with equal emphasis to the true trade and professional societies such
as the Associated General Contractors, in most every regard. The re*
sources of such groups have been turned in great degree toward analyzing
CTM procedures and instructing their members as to their proper and
effective applications. Some constructors were more inclined to rely
on this source, rather than the academic groups, because they felt more
at home in these familiar surroundings. This idea has great merit, par*
ticularly when one considers the points of views of most job superin-
tendents* Regardless of whether they be academic or trade groups, the
courses outlined above, it is felt, are of great value to all concerned.
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Two final points will now be discussed. She first of these con-
cerns the passing along of GFM iofcarnation letwasn or aaong two or rare
conpanleB, and only * fe« words are needed. Seen pgomlgtfrtan usually
reealts free Joint vesture oontreetB or staple friendly and ocepetltlve
discussions, when accepting these consents, one oust bo very objective
and oaks every effort to analyse then vita retard to one's own operations,
and not those of the reporting flra. Many of the aaae pitfalls are pre*
sent here as were so in the eoneept of dlssealnatlon by soana of periodical
articles.
As a final point let ns discuss the reealts of two fires eon*
tested, which received their Introduction to CfM in an actual contract.
Both fires were awarded contracts on goverutaeat projects which opeei-
flcd that CHt ouat be utilized, and neither firm had previously known
that such a aethod had even existed, heedless to say, the results
were both costly and nearly disastrous In both cases. A CFM consult-
ant fir® had to eventually bo called in, with its associated expense,
In order to salvage any order at all, and alee in order to satisfy
the governeent requirements. Suffice It to say that, ae relatively
staple a tool as CFM la, its lnproper and ignorant use will surely
result in a most unhappy ending* At the risk of being redundant it
Is eaphaslzed again that CFM is not a panacea.
•
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5.2 CB4, Its Length of Use and Job Sizes
The companies which hod already utilized CFN in their operations
had done so for periods ranging from a few months to over three years,
with a two year span being the most prevalent length of use* The firm
with the longest span is considered by many to have been the true pio-
neer in implementing the usee of CFM in the construction industry.
Those firms which have only recently entered the field, or have yet to
do so* are the more conservatively managed companies or the smaller
ones; and they have adopted a general "wait and see" attitude and have
been hesitant in risking any funds in the method. Surprisingly, a few
of these are relatively large firms, in terms of annual volumes of work*
The magnitude of projects which have been controlled by means of
CFM ranged from fifty thousand to sixteen million dollars, with a heavy
leaning to the more expensive works. It is generally felt that the
smaller jobs are capable of being equally and effectively controlled by
conventional means, with a lower overhead cost, except in the case of a
highly complex project* This may be so, in any case, the firms con-
tacted did state that any size job could be controlled utilizing CPM,
although the results may not at times Justify the cost, or more so,
the added work, in the case of simple work.
5*3 Types of Construction
The sample companies had utilized CM. procedures on the following
types of construction; schools, hospitals, hi-rise office buildings,
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laboratories, aajer frwnlil coaplsxes, hotels, factories,
sports MBtvif alssile taiM) ailitery facilities, large apartaent sal
housing oceplexes, highways, paving, alterations tad rehabilitations.
Again there existed a heavy leaning to those Jobs which van eonplex
in nature, naval in design, car those which required an intricate
schedule for delivery of componanto or occupancy*
tEaere alao eeesad to ha a trend to ooat utilise the concepts of
CBS primarUy on projects dealing with building construction aethoda or
related fields such aa industrial jobs* She amber of CM controlled
jobs in the area of hi&way, paving, or any repetitive construction works
were In the definite s&norlty. It la felt that perhaps the appropriate
manager* either felt that such projects were already adequately con-
trolled "by conventional Beans, or said ceaagara were not aa yet aware
of CHI possibilities in the field of controlling aaterial and worker
arrivals* She concept of appropriate work areas for GDI will he sore
fully discussed later in this paper. An additional field, worthy of
farther research and study, concerns the applicability of OM la corpo-
rate administrative functions* dis could he a noet rewarding field
of endeavor; however, Its discussion Is beyond the scope of this text*
5*e Was CIM Used Voluntarily?
She cospanies which had utilised CPM were questioned as to
whether they had done so voluntarily or due to specification require-
sent, particularly with reference to their first OEM controlled project*
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It is tailored that this question la of great substance, as cn'a iwnt
elation for the possible itin of CBt it dot la no stall part to one's
experience oa the first contract so controlled* ShirtyHTlve pciwoiit of
the eeeple utilised CHC striata in e voluntary Banner, another thirty-
firs percent 1ms used cat both voluntarily and as reojiired, and thirty
percent has utilized CHI only shea required to do so* A definite tread
or correlation seeas to present itself here* Of those fires which had
only attempted the one of Cat shea required, all oat one reported that
the results of the respective ooatraots sere aaeh less iapressive than
had been anticipated* It seeae that this see dee in large asasure to
Hie fact that, in these cases, the eoapaay eanagsmeat did not at all
truly attest to incorporate OEM into its work poroeeauree, but see
sorely fulfilling the specification requirements* Shis concept is more
fully treated in Chapter 7 of this paper* One added point, however, is
that all of these firms apparently realised the actual shortcomings, and
nov have eonaenced to control contracts voluntarily by eases of CM on
never Jobs, and plan to make their true evaluations based upon these
unbiased trials. She group of fires vhieh nor uses ON both voluntarily
and when required bad perforaed similar evaluation tests oa their first
jobs; however, in these eases, there sas no inherent antagonise due to
specification requirements*
5.5 CHI and Bidding
Seventy-five percent of the contacted firms stated that they never
had, nor do they plan to, utilised OK procedures in bidding a project,

prior to the contract award. The major reason given for mob a nega-
tive attitude was tha fact that, under the great uncertainty or law
probability that tha firm will actually win tha hid, the expenea of
preparing a CM network waa thought simply too great* It ia thie
writer's opinion that this is an over-generalised train of thougit*
Since bidding in Itself usually requires a vary thorough analysis of
the Job in Question, one could very easily sketch out a "Macroscopic"
CFM network for very general uses only. One would then learn such
things as the planned completion date, and possible work procedure
descriptions* Such a rough schedule could be devised at alaest no
cost whatsoever, end it could also prove to be of great value in
preparing a bid*
Of the twenty-five percent of the fires which had attempted
sash procedures, they are all truly sold en its benefits* One
ceepany related an interesting experience* It seemed that no con*
tractors submitted bids on a particular lump-sun Job, as they all
felt that the completion date was not at all reasonable* She fire
In question prepared a preliminary CPM network and found it could
aotually complete the project in even less time* It was able to
convince the owner and architect and then proceeded to negotiate
a cost-plus contract. It is sincerely recommended that contractors
examine this concept of prc-bid CBS use in great detail, with




Shis chapter explored in great detail the sources from which
coofcractcrc fIret leaned the radlaeate of Gf*V and also aade definite
reeoaeesdatioaa for the future. It aleo deterolaed such background
litfonatlon as length of ilea using CM* the sices of contracts, and
the types of work which utilised OBI* Coaaents sere also aade regerdV
ins the uses of CBM and its variances, depending upon voluntary or
specification requirsd applications* A strong reeesneadatlon sea also







The first topic in this chapter concerns the question of the
method in which sub-contractors* portions of work fit into a CFM
performance contract* It is fairly well known that this area has
proven to be a probable trouble spot for all managers of construction
projects* utilising any form of attempted control* Missed starts
or completion dates, improper performance* or even incompetence are
not at all uncommon in this area of sub-contractor dealings. One
executive seriously stated that his consumption of aspirin increased
more due to cub-contractor problems than as a result of dealings
with owners or architects* In attempting to control a CFM network
procedure* proper inclusion of sub-contractor work is of great
importance since, of the firms interviewed, roughly sixty to
seventy percent of the actual construction was performed under
subcontract* Many procedures were attempted as will be illustrated
below*
Thirty-five percent of the companies handled the problem in
a purely general manner* They did not at all attempt to determine
the CFM experience or capabilities of sub-contractors, nor did they
attempt to educate them nor force CFM concepts upon them. The sub-
contractors are recuested to furnish firm estimates of durations
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for their various aspects of work. Utilising this information as a
normal time. CFM networks are developed In the accepted manner. The
sub-contractors are then furnished a copy of the final schedule with
their appropriate start and completion dates thereon* The respective
fires reported that this method worked at least equally as veil as
conventional control moans, although one firm did report that It had
encountered serious difficulties on almost all work. This latter
coaatnt seems mere in order-, vhen one consldere the amount of work
done under subcontract* Of more significance is the fact that such
work is usually of a specialised or highly complex nature and would
thus be most prone to unexpected delays and Intricate material
schedules. One of the prime benefits in CFM use Is its ability to
aid in controlling such complex and diverse elements as would normally
be performed under CB1. $hus, the method of completely ignoring CFM
In the control of sub-contractors seems to be less than the ideal
solution.
Sixty-five percent of the firms, however, did state that
sub-contractors • subsidiary networks are an integral part of the
CFM applications and are developed In a depth sufficient to achieve
and maintain true overall control* The only production restriction
herein is the individual sub-contractors' experience and his educa-
tional position on the CFM learning curve. The sub-contractor, it
follows, must be consulted to a considerable degree in the preparation
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of the schedule; sad consequently, be met also be held to hie schedule.
These fine reported that, In alcost all cases, results were generally
very rewarding end each atteopt in this manner shoved great iajproveaent
over the last, ae both the prioe and subcontractors had increased their
CM capabilities.
6.2 Major Oains with OEM
When asked what raajor gain is to be recognised in using CFM,
Just over fifty percent of the firms reported that it shoved the job
inter-relationships to the manager in a such sore detailed eanner
than the Bar chart had ever been able to, as Bar chart effective use
required a great deal of actual construction experience. Material
delivery dates and actual arrivals could thus be acre effectively
planned, along with the schedule for hiring of skilled workers. In
general these people folt that, in effect, CPU was siaply an added
tool in the bag of the sanagers, and it enabled him to got a better
grasp of particular jobs.
Fourteen percent of the fIras felt that the fact that the
project superintendent and project sanager were forced to becoae
extreoely well acquainted with all aspects of the job in all respects
prior to the actual construction was the prise benefit in the use
of CPM. Usually these sen beeane interested in particular job
portions only when trouble developed, but they now sxurt learn a
great deal about isost all aspects sioply in order to devise the
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project network*. Granted that this Is an added advantage in the use
of CFM, it is not felt that it should he classified as the major gain.
Yet another fourteen percent felt that the ability of CFM to
pinpoint possible problem areas or delays earlier in time than previ-
ously possible was of the utmost importance. The remaining people
were of the surprising opinion that CFM is best utilized in substan-
tiating requests for extensions In job completion dates or even In
verifying contractor claims before the courts. One firm reported
that through the use of CFM it was able to defeat an owner's attempts
to liquidate damages by proving, with its network analysis* that the
delay in the actual contract completion date was In reality caused
by the owner in his given directions.
She general experiences of the contacted firms was that all
Jobs which had utilized proper application of CFM techniques were
finished within the acceptable time and cost limitations. CFM further
de-emphaslzes the minor time and cost-wasting activities and stresses
the major controlling events. Also, all personnel concerned are
working from the same program which delineates individual responsi-
bilities and thereby eliminates a large portion of the conjecture
inherent in previous conventional control methods.
6.3 Major Drawbacks of CFM
In answer to this question* seventy percent of the executives*
replied that diagram updating* with its associated volumes of paper
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work, was the prims drawback to the effective uee of CPU. A good many
of the firms which replied in this manner also added that this attitude
was most prevalent in CPM required contracts, which also stated that
the diagrams oust be updated regularly. In reality? updating need not
at all oe such a great drawback, even without the use of electronic
computers. There is no real need at all for the updating of diagrams
in a prescribed schedule* They should he so updated only when seme
major Job sector has radically varied from vast was planned, and fur-
ther Job control is simply not possible by means of the present
diagram* In updating* first, all completed portions of work need
not be repeated on the new diagram, and those aspects yet to be
accomplished may be grouped together in eegaasts in devising the new
network* Such a scheme will give adequate control information} and
if more detail is required, any of the broad segment activities may
be easily examined in greater detail.
Thirty percent of the firms felt that the major drawback was the
cost of devising and keeping up a CB5 network, including the high costs
of consultant fees when necessary* Some stated that in certain Jobs
these costs were even greater than the benefits derived from CPH,
whatever they may be- Shis argument does not at all seem to be valid,
based upon the statements of the majority of the firms interviewed.
In all fairness it must be stated that certain firms felt there
were not any real disadvantages to CSW, but they merely listed a minor
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drawback in order to folly answer the question* It is this writer's
opinion that the current prims difficulty in the application of CB4
it that tho technical state of the method itself io far superior to
ite rate of absorption by the operational forces,
6,k Btagraa Updating
Updating frequency ia of coarse a completely variable natter
depending entirely upon the Job in question. She question was pre-
sented to merely determine if updating was practical at all, or if
it were aeccmpll&bed on a regular time basis regardless of the need
or urgency. There was an almost completely even split among the
companies on this topic with one third of then updating only when
required due to vast job problems, one third updating on a strict
time basis such as weekly or monthly, sad the remainder of the firms
following a course of cosplot© lack of updating regardless of the
situation at hand* The major conclusion reached as a result of this
question is that updating frequency should be determined strictly in
conformity with the pro-calculated probability of work difficulty*
This is to say that a high-risk contract which is programmed in
great depth, with a very restricting time limitation, would be
reviewed very often and updated as needed* A lees demanding pro-
ject, however, would, be reviewed less frequently, which would
probably result in less frequent updating*
h<
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6c 5 Coocttrrait Use of Bar Cherts
The interviewees were asked if Bar or Genat chart* were drawn
up and used for control purposes of any sort concurrently vita the
CIM network* Pully eighty-five percent of the firms stated that Bar
charts vara Indeed drawn 19 along with the network©, and most of
these companies used then to assist In controlling the work, as they
were still "feeling their way" in the use of C3N. A few fires stated
that the charts were drawn for display purposes only or to demonstrate
progress to owners who did not folly understand the operations of a
CIM network. Seas drew up said charts for the benefit of forenen
or workers who were more accustomed to working froo these glides.
She major computer CBanufaoturers recognise this tendency ae they
heve developed CBt progress which print a aodifled Bar chart output
along with the CH* schedule* The Bar charts drawn from CJK networks
are basically acre precise and easier to draw than the non-CFK
devised charts. X? CB< becomes sore generally accepted in future
years* this redundant effort will alaost surely beeene non-existent.
The Bar chart will, however, still reaaia the prise control deem-
messfc on fairly simple jobs for which CPM networks are not developed.
£*6 Coa&aay Training Programs
We shall now consider the most important concept of proper and
complete indoctrination or education of company personnel, particularly
the worker-manager individual as represented by the Job superintendent,
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la the field of GEM techniques and tnajleseirtstlon. Xt Is cost evident
that say procedure or method, regardless of its potential, cannot "be
effectively employed unless the personnel eomcrncd have at least a
basic kncvledgs of the particular tool's flBpvrat-fcof1 -• Considering such
a diverse and different construction scheduling tool as CHf, the idea
of proper edscat&ea la most important* One east naturally fcnow what
C9M Is end toe aware of its lisLtations la order to devise a
diagram, and m nigwasnf personnel east be asare of the many CM
Xn addition to this veil known concept* CBC presents an added
subtle problem* la aost aU construction projects, it is the true
skilled worker, the construction superintendent, who actually directs
and controls all productive labor. St is this ean vho is the tree
"boss" in the eyes of the worker, sod he "cat things done". She
companies report that one of the peraanent preblees which oust be
overcome in introducing GSM ie the strong antagonlsa displayed by
superintendents toward this new tool developed, not in the field,
but in the conference voce. These sea, then, east be effectively
tautfst the basic rudiments of CEM as a definite prerequisite to
Its successful use* They seed not at all learn the theory of CBI,
but they east be asare of its general capabilities, Usitatione, and
procedures*
•
Sixteen percent of the companies reported that they employed
no training program of any kind, leita form of definite CR4 courses,
or inforsaal company oaeetings* She prioary defense put forth \*&a that
the costs were too great and man such as project cuperintendents could
not be released for a period, of time to attend lectures. This is not
at all valid; as such . occur in short time intervals
such as one hour per we si
,
m between the duration of actual
contracts. It is interesting to note that these firms were those
which felt that CP& was only of very Halted usefulness at best.
Another sixty percent of the companies reported that they persued
active training programs, "but included only office personnel in said
sessions. Field people were excluded on the premise that they were
either unwilling or incapable of accepting such a technique. Stoese
companies for the eoj?& part were those which reported great antagonist
on the part irintendonts in implementing CE4. She reaaining
tt-.'snty-faur ; at had setup vigorous educational procedures for
all concerned personnel, and they reported that the results were
most gratifying. In It that superintendents and
engineers should wc on perfecting CEM procedures
bottfeen <5obs, and that all newly hired personnel should attend the
forssal or seai-foraal courses offered by many sources. Exactly




6.7 Bsperience with CRI Consultants
She firms were questioned concerning the use of CEM consultanto.
Seventy percent reported that either they had never utilized consultants
in this area, or they hod done so only on their first CPM contracts*
Another fifteen percent had attempted such use on snore than one Jobj
however, the results wore generally poor. The najor faults oentioned
were the see«£ng?y high costs of such services, and the lack of real
construction experience or ability on the part of tsost consultants.
In easy instances these advisors had to be "spoon-fed" concerning
construction proce&ur percent of the firas. all of rela-
tive^ ssaH sise, reported eoatisued successful use of consultant
firos. tfc oust he stated that the availability of such sources of
assistance is worthwhile^ even if used only to bail out a firta which
has iim into unexpected difficulty. Here will be said of this idea
later in this paper.
6.3 CBS and Project Cost Corvee (Crashing)
Only two firms reported that project cost curve extensions
of CBl vers Kaployed in acy manner. Even these firos were only
projecting such items as Bssnloadins costs, total costs, and cash
flows. £he prevailing thought expressed was that construction is
si^g>ly too unpredictable in sost rsgirds to allow further refine-
ment of CPM into such foue crash-cost curves. She input
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data tfOutlA only be a very rough estimate, aod any such attempts would
be futile. She writer is very tateh inelioed to agree*

CHAPTER 7
SKSCOrZVS t&SAGEMSHP PAB2ICIFATX08 AKD COHTRGL PRCCEDORKS
7el Executive Involvement
An important basic precept of administrative theory states In
effect that, if aqy administrative procedure is to succeed at all.,
its concepts oust be truly and completely uphold, pressured, and
enforced by the nicest echelons of company executive management <>
With regard to such a novel concoct as Cfft, the above recoastendation
is of great Importance. P^sarcllesB of the amount of CFM support
expressed by project ssanagers, its effective implementation will
result only when the executive of the firm also display great
enthusiasm in the concept. These executives must further strongly
publicise the fact that they truly desire that CPM be accepted
and successfully iispleaentGdj and, if any failures do result, the
executive oust demand to know the reasons, and he oust further
take steps to correct any faultso Only through such constant
vigilance and aggressive executive forcefulness can CFM be effec-
tively implemented.
The interviewed companies were asked if CFM systems tine
was spent by executive eanagement in proportion to costs and/or
expected potentials. Fully seventy percent reported that this was
not at all done. Reasons given varied from explanations of apology
for the conservative nature of the company management to attempts
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to pass the fault on to the facts the,* most executives wore fairly old
and most contest with traditional control methods. Unless Rich exec-
utive traditions are overcoat with cold and calculated offcarta, true
CM ifflpletaentatlons will not result In company efforts* The firms
which had the desired executive participation reported that CJW activ-
ity progress was reported on a regala? basis, either daily or weekly.
SSMoutiv® management then would react with effective reaedial checks
if significant deteriorating treads or variations developed.
7»2 CBS Bivislon Responsibility
In all tat three cases the responsibility for devising the
CBS project networks and effecting its control rested where it truly
belonged* in the construction or operations division of the firm.
Individual responsibility was usually delegated to the individual
project oanage?-. It is felt that this is the desired method, as
it is just this area of the corporation that oust utilise the CEM
capabilities and should; therefore, maintain overall control and
responsibility for their operation. Two firms varied this eligatly
by resting CBS responsibility upon the shoulders of the chief
Cm ?ira stated that overall control of GPM use was left to the
procurement office, tthlle these variations say have seas merit,
it is considered that the former technique Is most desireable.
In order to truly wield responsibility in implementing CFN,
the higiest officer in the area responsible for CVU operations must
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be of adequate rank in the company corporate chain to be able to present
hia thoughts effectively to the chief executive officer. Fifty percent
of the companies reported that the chief CBI coordinator was on the
second level of the corporate ladder, usually in the person of a company
vice-president » The remaining fifty percent had lowered the responsi*
bility one notch, to the third level of corporate structure. From this
result it would appear that so long as the CFM executive is positioned
high enough to have corporate stature, the CPB5 effort can truly succeeds
provided this man plays an affective role and is given the kind of top
oanageasent leadership already described*
7.3 Cm Post-Job Follow tfp
3&e firms vera requested to state if the use of CPM on particular
jobs was followed with great effort by top sanagesent in an attempt to
evaluate costs and productivity s&sxS. to further attempt to evaluate any
offieiency gained (or lost) by the use of CBS. Every ccsapany answered
both aspects of the previous question in the case Banner, either in
the affinitive or negative. This is to state that there were no split
replies with a yes to one part and a no to the other. Seventy percent
of the firms 3tatod that they did not attoc^t any formal post-job
results analyses; rather they attempted to draw out some form of
correlation from the overall contract profit rate. Ehey felt that
any more detailed analysis was not at all possible, thirty percent
of the intewieweee did attaagt sose sort of review such as weekly

Mcost chocks and coasplete monthly appraisals, followed by extensive post-
job statistical sad cost evaluation attempts. Die results varied
considerably, with no conclusive statements possible. Research into
this area in an atteapt to devise a worthy procedure is certainly
deemed desireablo*
7»^ CfBi Cost Accounting
All bat one of the fires stated that they did not atteapt to
account for CB! expense items in a particular coot-account category*
Xt Ties considered that such CPM efforts were in the area of noraal
management functions, and as such should be accounted for in the noraal
method for such staff or overhead cost Items* Host firas followed some
scheme of pro-rating distinguishable CB? costs on a distribution method
to each job* Of course computer time or consultant costs are easily
segregated and usually are so accounted for, allowing for easy post*job
cost comparisons. Obs company does follow a strict procedure of
accounting for all CBi associated expenses, to the extent possible,
in a specific category* This included time spent on GPM by project
aanagers and similar personnel. Perhaps such a system is possible
for small firms on smaller jtibn, but it is felt that such a technique
could be too cumbersome on a major contract*
7*5 CTM Group Control
While CB* sector personnel must be able to operate without
undue restraints, they should not of course operate with complete

fareeta of action. They oast strictly coordinate their actions with
Other divisions, omasa aa purchasing* and as such should be subject to
at least normal control procedures. Most all firms indicated that
there existed virtually no forraal control procedure as such in this
area* She primary criterion was that of the final profitability of
the particular contract* since it was soot difficult to effectively con-
trol such an operation as CH4 planning and scheduling. Shis is not
the optimum procedure. One company did develop a formal delineation
of checks and balances* with excellent results* which is worthy of
documentation. Therein* each CFM job program and updating had to be
agreed upon by the job superintendent* the project operations manager*
the chief of operations* and then approved by the director of con*
©traction before publication. Remedial recasosndations are then
rca&e by the CBS progressing manager* a decision is made* and action
is then directed by the director of construction. This procedure
is of course designed for larger eospsnies. Such close control is
naturally not necessary* nor desired* in the administration of a
sssller company.
?.6 Cm and Farticular cfdb ?easibility
It is granted that CB3 is probably not equally applicable to
all types and siees of construction projects. There are many vari-
ables* large or small* which would effect this measure. Therefore
a thorou$i feasibility report for each prospective job* indicating

anticipated coats, benefits, end risks ic pcesib3y to be desired. The
ssatvey brought forth tferee general thes&s in this area. First there
-:ere the flraa which realty did not believe in CH* usefulness sad used
it only on spacificatv uired contracts, hence ae true feasibility
study* She second group rots aongosed of the companies vhieh still had
doubts about CES8* and these atteagrfced to determine if CHS truly applied
to a particular ^ob before ssisiag a decision concerning its use. The
third group more or less adopted CB2 as standard procedure, and it
attesrgfted to isolate those Jobs to i&ich CBS defiaiteUy did not apj?3y.
$fc© firas stated that very few areas were not suitable for C
application of sous sort* Tney did in general* hoover, sees to
specify eom Halting type of concept concerning jobs in uhieh the
use of CBI would not be trortlsMle* Shis seeeed t© be say job below
sose eAxOsam dollar valAae, uhicn varied t?it» the sice of the ecaq?any»
without a tisse or cost restriction, and no reasoaab3y defined scope.
She reader can see that this 111 very ssaoh ajpen to gffeaft







As was stated earlier the most prominent problem persisting in
the field applications of CFM is the strong antagonism toward its
ItajpleEceatation displayed by most all project superintendents . dose
man, for the most part, have worked themselves up to their present
position in true labor force fashion, having began work as apprentices
or laborers. Cray a very few of them are civil engineering graduates,
but rather their education vac earned through hard work and many years
in the field* It is only natural, therefore, that they should resist
any new method sfcicfa uas not field developed, particularity CFM which
vas pushed primarily by the co-called sophisticated engineers or
systems analysts* She protest superintendent feels that close con-
trol and progress in oonstructicn projects is due in no small part
to his vast experience, and a method similar to CEH vill allow an
upstart ©agineer to control projects. Shis of course is far from
fact, but the element of Job security is a very strong motivating
force*
Early attempts at CSM use did not at all aid in overcoming
this antagonism. In most cases the network diagram was entirely
devised in the office by engineers and consultants, with no partic-
ipation whatsoever by the Job superintendent* It was then thrust
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upon him for i^lemenfcation.. Thus ho was saddled with a device about
which he knew nothing, and he had nothing at all to do with ite
inception. The natural result ensued. He was far from enthusiastic
in using CBS, if he used it at all; and he was very prompt in putting
the blase for auy construction difficulties upon CFH and its advocates*
Shis entire sethod of operating, of course, is wrong, and it oust not
be continued for CFM to succeed.
This defect was recognised quite early by most firms, and
preventative rsoasures were attempted. Seventy-five percent of the
companies contacted did state that the project superintendent, and
sczaetiiaaG other field personnel; were included in the group which
devised the network diagram* He, in sost of these cases, played a
erJot role* Thus he was sade to feel that this new CPM technique
was his tool as well as that of the organisation. Ee now felt that
it was his responsibility to see that the method was a success in
the field, if at all possibls. The firms reported that great
ispx'evesent in CFM use definitely resulted. It was disturbing to
the writer to learn that twenty-five percent of the firms had not
as yet included the Job superintendent in CB1 work. It was, however,
this type firs which reported that CBf was of little value to it in
its operations. Some of these firms had only perforaed one or two




More and more companies are elevating field superintendents and
other field personnel to positions in the CFM operations group, usually
in the company construction division. Such close liason is highly
recommended. In summary, complete success in the use of CPM will never
be achieved unless the personnel who are required to employ its outputs
are included in the group which does the actual planning and scheduling*
8.2 Responsibility for Success or Failure
Die companies were requested to report in which of four areas
the responsibility for success or failure in the use of CFM rested.
The four areas were: CFM development group, executive management,
field superintendent, or CPM itself. Based upon what has been stated
thus far, one would expect that said responsibility should rest with
company management and/or the field personnel, and an interesting
profile did result* Forty-five percent of the firms placed this
responsibility upon the field superintendent, some of these being com-
panies which did not include this aan in the group which devised the
network. Ho effective explanations of this practice were presented,
other than the concept that the Job superintendent is always respon-
sible for his contracts. Another fcrty-five percent placed responsi-
bility with eompany executive management, while ten percent pointed
toward the group which devised the network. Important to note is
the fact that none placed blame upon CPM itself. This would lead
one to conclude that all firms feel that CPM is a definite workable
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tool, and the quality of Its success rests solely with the miner In
which each company employs Its concepts.
8.3 Group Ifanager'a Background
With today's great emphasis upon Job specialisation, a question
was asked of the interviewees which attempted to learn the general
background of the manager of the CPK group, so-called. This was an
effort to determine if the companies had brought in outside specialists
to head up their groups, such as CPK consultants or systems analysts,
in lieu of keeping control In the hands of construction people, where
It surely belongs. The latter recommended individual indeed was the
group leader in every company. Bone of those interviewed had hired
people freo outside the construction industry. 3he typical manager
was a graduate civil engineer, with a few holding advanced degrees
in business administration « Some had further education in the fields
of prograsscing or coaqputer analysis. All had risen in the construc-
tion industry having held such positions as Job engineer, estiaator,
project manager, superintendent, or general contractor* Years of
construction experience varied, depending upon the company, from
five to thirty* Considering the peculiar characteristics of toe
construction Industry, it is recommended that this practice continue.
Almost all the firms reported that the members of the so-called CFM
group had little or no cosgrofcer use background.

5fc
8<fe Cg^a^r_Att«ggtga cm Inrtroveagntg
With oeay new teelmiquQo, the true refinements and improvements
usually occur aoart back from the using personnel who
attempt to adopt any each method to the mazy end peculiar ooapany
situations* Often such efforts prove to be ecjoally cms valuable ea
the original proposal. With thia possibility in mind the interviewees
were asked if they hod otteogtsd to improve upon CBS in any particular
manner* Ei$bty peroe&t of the companies stated that they had not
attempted any novel procedures, but were using CBS oaly in the manner
prescribed* Eae other firms produced nothing of an asrthshakins
nature, 'but their refinements were interesting and did result in
iasproved GKfl use. Some of the larger firm© pressed forward with
continuous research* experiment, and development of basic procedures
»
A few of these have prepared cosspany CBS handbooks end tsKtbock
manuals* A few devist aaaaally generated Bar chart out*
puts from the arrow di eve attempted time seals drawn
?irrow diagrams, or fl is iMch are activity oriented* One
firm attested to solve the problem of having twenty-foot diagrams*
lay using -a normal sised notebook eeheme» The first pe©e was a macro-
scopic errow diagram of the entire job, not at all in detail* Bach
succeeding page took an activity of the first sheet and expended it
into whatever detail was required for the Jot. This attempt is
fair3y worthy, as anyone xfco has attempted to work with one which
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covered <&aree walls of a rooa can surely state* Yet another firm had
aa&o a good attempt at overcoming the CtM antagonism of project super-
infceedeiifts. The mpsslntendent was included In the ©roup which devised
the network, tut an arrow diagram itself was never set up for use in
the field. Instead, a eheet listing all the work activities in great
detail and the planned starting and completion calendar dates was the
instrument actuaUar used by the field personnel in controlling the
work. This Est with great acceptance by field workers. She concept
of critical activities was still very such adhered to by such office
people as the project manager. Tfecss attempts illustrate that the
industry truly feels that CFM is of great value, and such improveiaents






9-3. Required Pee of CPU
The Interviewees were requested to state their views with regard
to the apparent rising trend of owners and erofaitects requiring the use
of CFM on projects in specification sections. The results were gener-
ally as would be expected., with a few surprising concepts* Seventy*
five percent of the contractors stated that thie was not at all a good
practice. The general consensus was that such a control technique as
CPM was strictly an added tool available to the contractor9 and its use
should net be dictated by an owner. Since specifications do not spell
out construction procedures* but rather minimum requirements; they also
should cot require any particular control method. Soae builders were
of tlae opinion that such practices by owners were inspired In many
cases by the opinion of owners that the use of CFM was a current day
status symbol. This is to say that owners required CFM simply because
it eeeiBed to be a more ocpMstSeated concept* Many firms felt that
such required CSU use was generally too rigidly specified with spe-
cific updating schedules regardless of the need for updating on the
particular Job*
A few firms had favorable opinions* such as the thought that
the required use of CB9 was the first realistic approach to construc-
tion taken by architects in many years; however, even these firms
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indicated tost there ahauM be certain factors which must be considered
in continuing this practice* First, the ovner oust be folly avers of
both the capabilities and the lieltations of CM, moreover, they oust
be folly cognisant of the fact that CFM is not a panacea and all con-
struction and job site parabiosis will not now completely disappear.
Firms pointed out that the owners suet also be aware of the fact that
they be prepared to bear any increased costs ineerred in the use of
em.
She writer believes that the majority opinion of the contractors,
that CM is a tool for the builder and not the owner, is a valid one
and probably should be the ©aneral role. A contract specification
stating that CF& will be used contains latent, legal complexities which
could beccstt the basis for extensive litigation* She complexity fore-
seen in required CRi use is basically contained in the fact that the
myriad facts of technique application inherent in the present state
of development generate equal quantities of varying procedure* The
sum of any selected group of procedures, as may bo specified by any
owner, certainly will not fit the standard personnel characteristics,
policies, and procedures of each contract bidder on a truly equitable
basis*
9*2 Consultants and Ability
A question was asked requesting consents on the general use of
CR4 consultant firms* Only twenty percent of the firms reported overall
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general success in the use of consultants in CFM. Scao of these were
required to hire consultants, because they had been awarded a CFM
required use contract without over before having attempted any use of
CFM. In these instances the consultant proved to be a great aid when
updating «as necessary or when radical work departures were needed.
In general, if a company is not familiar with CFM procedures, con-
sultants can be most helpful in educating personnel and setting up
initial procedures.
The opinion of eighty percent of the companies was that the
majority of consultant fires are qualified in electronic data process-
ing techniques and the procedures for gathering and integrating infer*
matioaj but they lack realistic construction understanding and, there*
fore, the ability to readily identify and separate important concepts
from those which are of minions* importance. A construction contractor
cannot afford to sake important decisions from opinions and receeaen-
dations that are apt to be saturated with uncertainties and unknowns.
Costs of consultant use is also of bearing.
9«3 CPM Knowledge of Owners
She companies were asked If they felt that owners possessed a
correct and ample knowledge of proper CFM uses. The companies were
unanimous for the first time in this report, In the opinion that
owners did not have the needed background in CFM. The concept may
be summed up in a few words. The public procurement agencies at

the fe&eral level have rundaassstally correct and aople, but not
oeccsoarily proper, tar. 14 usee as applied to construction.
Private owners have very little knowledge, as this knowledge Gay be
gained only thrown experience* It is needless to say that this
general concept is subject to great debate, depending upon the group
with whoa one is speaking* Problems in this area, however, are sure





10.1 Additional Company Comments
As the conclusion of the interviews were approached, the firms
were given free rein to add any other comments which they felt could
be of any importance in the general field of CB4. Soma companies
chose not to bring up any items at all, but most mentioned concepts
worthy of some discussion. Seven of them felt very strongly that a
general practice of time scaling CPM diagrams after they are completed
should be adopted in order to insure that project superintendents
recognize peak periods of manpower requirements. Such an attempt at
overcoming the ancient problem of resource allocation is worthy of
merit, at least on the larger projects. An added thought pertaining
to ecsputer usage presented itself in more than one interview. This
was the logical concept that in order for computer use to be econom-
ical, it must be used for more than simply calculating the critical
path and calendar dating. Perhaps a plan for integrating these
capabilities with a power for determining normal and crash costs and
durations, updating techniques, and normal business data processing
is in order.
Despite the intriguing qualities evident in CPM upon initial
essamination, it is not universal in its applications to the construc-
tion industry. The tremendous impact of the overwhelming detail of
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a program developed to the greatest depth is suffocating to the novice
use?. The new symbols and language automatically create doubt and
uneasy distrust In the "hard-fc< construction nan who takes great
pride in considering an expert in his chosen field. The field
operation application of CHI,* therefore, will not achieve any very
large measure of success until a new and more liberal generation of
operational personnel has arisen; or* the gradual transition of an
oa«the^ob training program is activated "by the contractor, and not
consultants* Most firms were of the opinion that, in this period of
progress, academic and other proponents of the technique Should expend
more effort in the development of the "basic communicating semantics of




The companies were requested to give, in a definitive manner,
their overall apprr." ilitiee, in an attempt to gain
the general feeling o ustry with regard to technique. Thirty-
three percent reported that CB5 had aided them greatly In controlling
projects. Another fifty-five percent stated that the use of CPM had
proven to he of some real value; however, certain definite limitations
ware currently present • A low twelve percent of the firms were of the
opinion that CP&S was of virtually no value to them under normal oper-
ating conditions. Thus the general opinion was similar to that which
was expected, a close to normal, or bell-shaped, response curve with
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a heavy leaning toward a general acceptance of CE', with a few more
conservative "foot-dragging" firms. It must he con?eased that this
final question was sort of "loaded" in nature, in an attempt to
verify responses to earlier questions, which were most important.
Two of these were types which questioned true executive management
participation in CFM and also the concept of including field person-
nel in the group waid to arrow diagram. The per-company
correlation among sue) >na was most consistent. The companies
which had not really attempted to @ain actual CPM workability were
those which reported its use to ho of v^sy little value. Ho more
need he stated*
10.3 Siasulatioa Survey
As a Beans c£ presenting, in a concise and compressed manner,
the thoughts of the interviewed sample as a whole with regard to all
the aspects ; a simulation shall now he presented. We shall
follow the c of a hypothetical construction firm through the
entire gpm& of CB« ideas from its introduction to its total imple-
mentation, All the c a the opinions presented hy
the interviewed gro
The firm could actually he in any of the major construction
fields, of virtually any size, and may operate in any geographical
area. Certain variations in implementation would result depending
upon the particular company's characteristics. It need not at all

employ any electronic computer on company premises or through rental
centers; however* some such use cculd be preferred on larger or more
coorplex projects* Data tranoa&Gsion equipment need not be in use,
although the employment of such devices will probably increase in
the future.
The company should be Introduced to CBS either through formal
course presentation* or at informed professional society seminars or
"tings* It may use CPK on jobs of any siae with probable little use
made of it on repetitive* ea3i3y controlled work. A definite ability
to use CB3 voluntarily should be present, along with a willingness to
do so* On certain critical or restricted projects, the elements of
CM should be employed as a part of bidding procedures.
Xn al .11 cases, the subcontractor's work portions should
be a definite of the arrow diagram. The major gain recognized
through Cm wouM be a much closer Job control, and a greater aware-
ness of activity inter-relationships. The possible major drawback
uould be a difficult, required. Bar charts will
probably be used concur;: even if only for presentation purposes.
A strong and collets company C3PM training program must be adhered
to, and its use must definitely include such field personnel as Job
superintendents » Ta& use of project cost curves will probably not
be extensively foXlowed, but a progressive firm may make come
attempts in this field.

It forcefully suggested,that, in order for CB1 uso t
succeed, utivc management personnel cu3t to completely
behind its ifffplesaeatationj and responsibility for CPM use should
it in the operating or construction division. Post-job follow up,
in order to evalus.: Ln affect, caist be employed on
every project. In .sent would obtain the needed con-
trol over CPM operc & regular basis. In addition, true job
feasibility studies should be performed prior to the commencement
of e^Iciying CB2 techniques on asy marginal projects*
She v.. ;;;Qrintendent oust, without exception, be is
m the arrow diagram is drawn up, in order that lie accept the
as Ms own to a certain deg. . : ;<: -_ ,rjponoibility for the eventual
success or of CBS.iszplesseiatation on a project should be
earr cos&any < iva management and the projc
pair/ further* should attempt to improvi
j to suit its own long-run goa"
%:: he opinion that is
ly a tool .igfrtly so. It may further
ley consults lal indoctrination
having t. own e
Hj7 following such a very cemp;.




value In planning; 8d 1 controlling most all construction
projects encountered.
10*k Statistical Sutzaary and Conclusion
The reader is now referred to Figure 10*1, which is a summary
statistical tableau of the main points of this paper* Across the
top of the matrix are the overall evaluations of the firms with
regard to GM* These are: a great aid, of some value, and of little
value at "best . The left side presents seven key concepts, and dis-
plays the ensvere in percentages related to the respective evaluations*
Froa this, one is expected to he able to derive some self-evident
conclusions
•
The ownership o: I of computer systems seems to
play little part in t - isisplementation of CRdj although
this could "be subject to change in the future. The use of CFM rental
centers does, however, seem to play a part* The more successful
firais did eniplcy such means to a relevant degree* The use of Bar
charts concurrently with CB?, and the employment of CFM in bidding
procedures follow a similar pattern but to a lesser degrees and
are prohah3y not points of great importance.
The remaining three issues are the true keys to proper and
successful?. ntatioo of CB4* There was unanimous agreement on
the part of the firms which felt CM to be a great tool, concerning
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fOreo for field as well so office personnel} company executive manage-
ment naxst truly back CPM cc and spend appropriate tioo in this
area, end field personns be Included in the group which devises
the Arrow diagram at the start. She firms which used CB4 with only
some nominal success seemed to generally hold these case opinions
.
cut with cuch less overall agreement. Most important to note is the
fact that those firms which felt CB8 was virtually of no value were
in direct disagreeassnt with these basic conclusions in every respect.
To use a definite cliche, the figures speak with great force*
10. 5 ObpcIxi
At point the reader has surely been able to grasp the
general opinions and procedures in effect with regard to the critical
path method in the construction industry* He has learned of poor, as
well e.s good practice,. J in a relative manner. Eo has
had recoBKffisndations £ ?nts presented to hio5 based upon the
fo^lisjgs of the interviewed sample* It is sincerely hoped that this
report has shed some light upon the field of CPM use, froa the point
of view of the actual U6er, the construction industry* It is further
desired that this report will result in improved practice by both the
ot7uer*-architect»engineer, and the construction contractor* 2his
report is by no means all inclusive and the end of further quests for
greater refinement. Any of the many areas touched upon herein, lend
themselves quite readily to greater research and effort. It is
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finally requited that naach more detailed work be undertaken in the
isaaediato future for the ultimate benefit of all those concerned with
the great and wonderful construction industry* with which I aa cost
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cpm - glossary op inaws
Activity - a specific item which oust bo completed prior to
the start of a lueat activity
Crash Cost - cost to perfora an activity at crash time
Crash Tims - shortest time in which an activity nay he completed
assuming infinite resources, or management imposed limits
Critical Activity - an activity for which an increase in duration
would cause ©cual increase in total project duration
Critical Path - a collection of connected critical activities from
origin to terminal node
Duration - t!:.s time in which an activity is scheduled to be completed
Earliest Eve te - the earliest point in time that an activity can
pleted if all preceding activities are completed in
oclie&uied Orations
Early Finish - is earliest point in time that an activity can be
completed if all preceding activities are done in their
scheduled durations
Early Start - earl: that an activity can be started
if all p2 ritiee are dona in their scheduled
duration
Event - a starting or ending point of an activity or string of
activities - events correspond to nodes
Float - the amount of extra time available to perform an activity
without delaying project completion
Floater • an activity which has float and is not critical
Free Float - the amount of time an activity can be lengthened without




Xndependent Float - the amount of time an activity can be lengthened
without affecting the possible starts or finishes of any
other activity in the network
Late Finish - latest point in time that an activity can be completed
without delaying the scheduled project completion
Late Start - the latest point in time that an activity may start acd
still allow it to be completed without delaying the project
completion
Latest Event Time - the latest point in time that an event may occur
without lengthening the project duration
Noraal Cost - the least cost for an activity
ftereal Tise - the act; 1 of least cost
Origin - the start of a or the point where work first commences
on a project
Project - the entire goal or endP such as all the work covered by a
construction contract
Project Duration - the scheduled execution time for the entire project
Slope - the cost to shorten the duration of the activity one day below
a given duration
mers&nus - the end of the project and signifies total project completion
Total Float - the maximum amount of time the scheduled duration of an
activity can be lengthened without delaying the scheduled
cc on of the entire project. Its use may, however,






DlVISIOH I - CC8SPASK WOSMATIOH
1. Estimated annual volume of business.
2. Major field of construction work.
3- Percentage of subcontracted work.
4, Primary geographical area of work.
D VISION IX - ELBCTROHXC DATA PROCESSING
1. Does this firm now own or rent any electronic data
processing equipment vhich is located on company
premises?
2. To any use now being cede of computer usage or rental
centers?
a) For business or data processing purposes
b) For CFM uses*
3. Are you now employing any data transmission equipment
(such as data-phones) to transmit data from field
sites to home office or computer centers?
DIVISIOH III - CBi I
Proa where?1* Eas rd of CFM uses?
* 2. Has company used CBi at all?
a) How long?
b) Size of Jobs?
c) Types of construction?
d) Voluntarily or due to specification requirements?
e) Is CBi used in bidding procedures?
EZVXSX03 IV - CBi USAGE AHALYSIS
3.
Sow do subcontractors' portions of work fit into a
CFM performed contract?
V&at are the major gains recognized thus far in
utilizing CFM?
What are the current major drawbacks?
How often are diagrams updated?
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5« Are Bar or Canst charts used ccucurrerrtly with CFM on
projects?
6. Is there any type of ccapaay training program in f05.cc
to educate staffs in the CFM fields?
(Particularly are project superintendents able to
efficiently work with CFM?)
7* Has the use of consulting firms seen attempted with
regard to CFM? With what degree of success?
8. Xe the use of CFM extended into the areas of developing
project cost curves?
DIVISION V - EUECV EHP PABTICIPATIOH
• 1* Is CFft systeas time spent by executive aanagenent done
so in proportion to costs and/or expected potential?
- 2» Which company division is responsible for CFM
applications?
a) Hov many levels down the corporate chain of command
is the highest position in the CFM applications
group?
3. Is the CFM group in the Estimating Department?
h. If the coapany owns or rents a computer* is CFM group
closely involved with data processing people?
5« Is the use of CPM on particular Jobs followed up with
great effort by top management in an attempt to
evaluate costs and productivity?
6. !\vq post-Job analyses ssade in an attempt to realize
wings and efficiencies gained (or lost) by the use
CFM?
DIVISION VI - CFM COHEHGL FRCCHJOBES
1. How is the cost of OEM work accounted for in financial
Job-cost
2. What is exercised over CFM operations
. 3. Are ar possible CFM uses selected on the basis
of feasibility studies for each Job?
a) What types are not suitable for CFM?
DIVISIOH VII - COSPABV BJVQLVBIEOT




2. Are any ex-field personnel now oembers of a CPM staf£1







k, What is toe CPM group Manager's background?
5» What is the computer use background of CPM group?
6. Hac your fira attempted to improve upon CPM use on
its own in any way?
DIVI5I0H VTH - SPSCI UjSEMSSBS
1* What are your comments with regard to the rising trend
of cw2©r3 requiring the use of CPM on projects in
specifications?
2. Cement on the general use of CPM consultant firos in
planning a CB2 project and during the actual construc-
tion phase.
3« Do you find that the using facilities (owners, etc.)
have a correct and ataple knowledge of proper CPM uses?
Division is - smim
1. Please take free will here to add any other conaents
you feel could bo of importance in this general field
of cm,
Do you fee! that CPM has aided your firm greatly, very
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